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BRAVE PASSIONATE SMART

A WORLD WHERE ALL CHILDREN REACH THEIR FULL POTENTIAL 
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BIG
THOUGHTS

RELEVANCE:
Our impact solves 
the most pressing 
needs for children 
& youth, through 

our local 
knowledge and 

global know-how 
we are thought 

leaders. 

AGILITY:
We learn and 

adapt to chang-
ing environments 
and consistently 

work to scale and 
optimise our 
programs and 

impact.

SUSTAINABILITY:
Our one Reach 

for Change team 
can develop and 
thrive through 
diversified and 

sustainable 
partnerships and 

an agile and 
e�cient 

operating model.  

One Reachfor Change

World-classReach for Change

Vibrant programs and impact

Share our learnings 

Mission: to unleash the power of entrepreneurship
and innovation to create a better world for children

Local market know-how and global 
collective lessons show-cased through global 
portfolio of Change Leaders & we bring them 
together for eg in a global conference leading to 
support from more long-term partners.
Three regional hubs with shared resources with a mix 
of remote and local programs that tackle most 
pressing issues. 
Rapid-scale program in Ethiopia and Innovation
for integration has given us key strengths that to 
develop into other thematic programs. that we 
can also leverage and support portion of Change 
Leaders in leveraging social impact capital.  
Key learnings through developing the eco-system 
of entrepreneurs in our markets is leveraged 
to build new partnerships and new models of 
support for Change Leaders.
Dialogues with media, government and 
stakeholders have led to systems-change. 

Cross-regional programs being 
run & we support our Chnge 
Leaders after incubator. 
Won at least one institutional 
anchor partner and demonstrate 
global best practice of 
partnerships and campaigns. 
Impact up through Change 
Leaders that scale and reach 
financial sustainability supported 
through virtual programs and 
a smart and agile team. 

We run world-class 
incubators and co-creation labs.
Innovative programs contribute to 
most pressing issues of children 
today and contribute to the 
Sustainable Development Goals.
Globally recognised brand is 
game-changing and we are the 
go-to partner for corporates, 
governments, institutions and 
media.
World-class team with local 
know-how and global best-practice 
is underpinned by a mix of 
sustainable and engaged 
partners that support our agile 
operating model.

Program focus on financial 
sustainability of Change Leaders.
Partners team revitalise co-founders and win 
1 new corporate partner (more than one country 
and one year) & dialogue with major institutions.
One vibrant Reach for Change supported by 
competency framework & people team- our 
team develops and works cross-sector.
Our thought leadership on 
1. social impact
2. multi-sector partnerships
3. systems-change is launched through SIR,
advisory boards and media.
Agile operating model supported by new 
systems and processes.
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